
Umbrella Big, It's Raning (Take Out Cho' Umbrella)
Yo' yo ish yo' boy
Umbrella Big
and cho' bitch
lil' kim
and yo' gangsto' fo'
D-12!
Mariahh Careyy (holds out note)

Umbrella Big: Yo, yo, yo ish raining bitch get your fucking umbrella out bitch
Lil' Kim:you stupid bastard I ain't takin' no fuckin' umbrella out and if I do, I'll shove it up your ass foo'
Kon Artist: Yo, yo, yo check this. 
check this shit damnit. 
It may be raining, but in mah' world my life ain't fuckin' pouring. 
The money train is flowing in and im beating the shit out of the conductor and stealing it.
Then, yeah,yeah, check it
Then I'm gonna' rop all da' money trains in da' world and say
Yo, yo, whos laughin' now foo?
(Chorus)
Mariah: yeah, it may be raining,
but it ain't pouring
but get out your umbrella (umbrella: yeah your fucking umbrella)
just get out your damn umbrella
Just - just - just - just
Sway: Yo, yo, yo,
some poeple may say I'm like a blonde in a fucking bottle
but I just want to disagree
So if you ever say I'm a blonde in a bottle
I'll say it's raining
Take my umbrella out
and shove it up your mother fucking ass!
Eminem: Sway, you dumbass you ain't no blonde in a bottle
that's what people say to me you little fucker
So if they ever say it to me
I'll say wow, it's raining
and shove my umbrella right up your mother fucking ass
You think this hair color of mine is fake
Say it to my face bitch
And I'll shoot you with my daggar!
(Chorus)
Umbrella: Yeah, yeah
Get out cho' umbrella foo.
Cuz' Umbrella Bigs coming
And I'm bringing my motha' fucking gang
And we
Yeah we
We gonna kill your fucking lights out
Mariah: Kill yeah
Kill, kill, kill your fucking lights out
D-12: (shouts) KILL YOU!
Umbrella: Yeah it's raining foo.
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